Reagan endorses latest missile plan

WASHINGTON (AP) - President Reagan embraced a plan yesterday to build 100 MX missiles and put them in existing launch sites, prompting it "will mean a safer, more secure America" and "any pressure on Moscow to negotiate nuclear arms cuts.

Even congressional critics conceded the proposal has a far better chance of winning approval than Reagan's first two attempts to deploy the MX.

"Preserving the peace requires more than wishful thinking and vague good intentions," Reagan said. "Concrete, positive action is required to free the world from the spectre of nuclear war.

The plan, drafted by the Pres'ident's commission on Strategic Forces, calls for putting the MX, armed with 10 nuclear warheads, in existing Minuteman missile sites near War'en Air Force Base in Wyoming, and beginning work on a new, single-warhead missile to be ready for deployment in the early 1990s.

Deploying the MX missile and developing the smaller, single-warhead weapon, sometimes dubbed "Midgetman" would cost $49 billion over the next five years, according to commission estimates. That would be in addition to $4 billion already spent on MX research.

"We need no missile," said Reagan. "Unless we modernize our land-based missile systems, the Soviet Union will have no real reason to negotiate meaningful reductions. If we fail to act, we cannot reasonably expect an acceptable outcome in our arms control negotiations."

Rep. Joseph Addabbo, D-L.I., who helped marshal a 69-vote margin of defeat for Reagan's MX plan in the House last December, predicted it would be rejected again. "I don't believe it will be as wide a margin as it had last year," Addabbo said. "He predicted MX foes will win by less than 10 votes this time.

Rep. Jack Edwards, R-Ala., a key backer, said, "I'm going to get a lot of Addabbo's votes. I think it's going to pass by a squeaker."

House Democratic Leader Robert Michel, an MX supporter, said that if Addabbo was counting on winning by less than 10 votes, "I have to be optimistic about it."

Standing in the driveway outside the White House, Michel said, "We expect one president at a time. Members of Congress are going to think a second and a third time before really cutting the legs out under our negotiating team in Geneva."

House Democratic Leader Jim Wright predicted the plan would be approved.

White House spokesman Larry Speakes said Addabbo, chairman of the Appropriations Defense Subcommittee, has agreed to separate the MX plan from the defense budget, and to begin work on it next week.

The administration is trying to sell the MX package as the product of a bipartisan commission, just as it See MX, page 3

Both campuses await An Tostal

Heatwave to highlight Friday dance in Stepan

By PAT SAIN
Senior Staff Reporter

An Tostal, The annual release of winter's pent-up energy, has arrived at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's. As usual, South Bend's weather has been overly generous in giving students time to store energy for one of the biggest events on campus.

An Tostal, roughly translated "spring festival," is a traditional Irish celebration, with athletic contests, dancing, singing, and other contests. One of the main attractions this year is to chance to Dance Friday night in Stepan Center. The dance features the band Heatwave, with The Kinetics, a local New Wave band. Heatwave has had songs on the Top 10 in the past five years, and records under the EMI label.

The Beetle Gardens at Saint Mary's tomorrow will have two tents this year, one for drinking, the other for the band. The management will allow all students to enter the Beer Gardens to listen to the band, but a 21-D.W. will be needed to enter the beer tent.

"Notre Dame's "Mr. Campus" contest is "coming back with professional lighting and sound," said Jay Resly, chairman of the An Tostal Executive Staff. The contest is back for the first time in four years, and will be held in the Angela Athletic Facilities.

Hot and dry riders a new feature this year, with the rides being given on Saturday by the Firedragons, a South Bend company.

In order to save wear and tear on the quads, new locations have been announced for some activities. Resly said. All North Quad events have been moved to Stepan.

See An TOSTAL, page 5

Cuban U.N. delegates expelled for spying

UNITED NATIONS (AP) -- The United States ordered two Cuban U.N. diplomats expelled yesterday for what the government called "hostile" and "blatant espionage" activities.

Neither the State Department nor the U.S. Mission to the United Nations elaborated on the allegations, but their statements indicated the Cubans were caught in acts of espionage aimed at the United States government deemed a serious threat to U.S. security.

Under a 1947 U.S. headquarters agreement between the world body and Washington, the United States has the right to take action against diplomats it believes are abusing their privileges.

The Cuban U.N. Mission, responding in a note to the allegations, said it "firmly rejects" the U.S. government's contention that the two diplomats had abused their privileges.

Cuban Ambassador Raul Roa declined comment.

The two Cubans, identified as Rolando Salup Canto, a third secretary at the mission, and Josquin Rodolfoh Pena Cesar, an attaché, were given 48 hours to leave the country. Their departure would bring to five the number of Cuban U.N. diplomats expelled in the last nine months.

In Washington, Alan Romberg, deputy State Department spokesman, said Salup and Ponte have been engaged in hostile intelligence activities aimed at the United States in blatant violation of the 1947 head quarters agreement.

Joi Blocker, spokesman for the U.S. Mission at U.N. headquarters, said the U.S. government "takes the illegal activities of the Cubans quite seriously.

We regard that they have done... as blatant and directed against this country."

He noted that the Cuban Mission, with 43 diplomats assigned, is the fourth largest behind those of the Soviet Union, the United States and China. The Cubans, he said, "have a record of continuing abuse of their diplomatic privileges.

Last July, two other members of the Cuban U.N. staff, Mario Montan Bonita and Jose Rodriguez Guevara, were ordered to leave "for deliberate violation of the treaty with the enemy act" prohibiting American citizens and companies from trading with agents of countries placed on a prohibited list.

No further details were given. A month later, another Cuban U.N. diplomat, Juan Sander Perez, was ousted on the same grounds.

In 1981, Ricardo Escartin of the Cuban interests section in Washington was expelled for violating the same law, and the State Department said he also was identified as having been involved in intelligence gathering activities.
The New York Times columnist James Reston will talk about the art of sports writing and its relevance to political writing in the inaugural Red Smith Lecture in Journalism tonight at 8 p.m. in the Memorial Library Auditorium. The lecture honors Smith, a 1927 alumnus of Notre Dame who was considered one of the world’s greatest sports writers. Reston, the winner of two Pulitzer Prizes and many other awards, will discuss Smith’s contributions to journalism and explain why literary craftsmanship is significant to all forms of reporting. — The Observer

“Nuclear Disarmament” will be the topic at the first of a planned annual series of “Town Meeting” events this fall. The League of Women Voters and the Center for Continuing Educa-
tion will co-sponsor the event in the auditorium of the Department’s Bureau for Political Military Affairs, will be held at a list of speakers at 7:30 p.m. tonight in the auditorium of the Center. He will be joined by Governor Robert Bentley, professor of history and former director of the International Affairs Journal at Indiana University, and John Yoder, professor of theology and Mennonite Peace. A “reactor panel” will be added five minutes each to make a state-
ment or ask a question in what planners hope will be an open and free exchange of views. — The Observer

A forthcoming volume, Creation and Capitalism: John Paul II’s Labeo, is dedicated to Monsignor John J. Egan, former special assistant to Theodore Hesburgh and director of the Center for Pastoral and Social Ministry. The book, edited by Professor John W. Heske and Father Oliver W. Williams of the School of Business Administration, is scheduled for publication this June by the University Press of America. Twelve essays by scholars and activists on the ecclesial Labeo, Evence for guidance in the world of work. Egan, an official at Notre Dape for 13 years, moved in April to a new assignment assigning Cardinal Bernini in his home diocese of Chicago. — The Observer

A quarter mile of quarters will be the hoped for result of a drive to be held this Saturday. The Circle K Club is sponsoring the event and is seeking donations to form a line of quarters.
HPC votes unanimously in favor of coed campus dormitories at ND

By MIKE KRISKO
Staff Reporter

Though the Hall Presidents Council could not agree on which dormitories should be removed, the council unanimously voted in favor of having coed dormitories at Notre Dame.

At last night's meeting, new HPC Chairman Mike Carlin picked up from the council's previous decision not to endorse the Stanford-Farley coed dorm proposal by opening the floor to discussion of more feasible coed housing plans.

Grace Hall President Pete DiCiaro suggested a 1974 plan that was proposed by former HPC President Father Thomas McNally. DiCiaro said: "The project would be a one-year experiment in which four sections of Grace Hall would be females. Sections would be equipped with the Detex system for security purposes." DiCiaro said the Admissions Office should not accept as many males in order to take care of those who would have lived in the sections. "Accepting fewer males would help to equalize the male-female ratio, which is an objective of the PACc Report," he said.

Carlin, with the majority of the council, stated that DiCiaro's proposal was asking for too much. "It would be better to take a smaller step similar to the Stanford-Farley proposal," he said.

After further discussion, the council reaffirmed its belief in coed housing, but it was unable to arrive at a specific plan that would include certain dorms. Carlin decided that the issue needed more time to be researched and that the council should delay further discussion until the next meeting.

In other business, Executive Vice President of the Notre Dame Credit Union Dick Van Fleck's suggestion that "Exchange" ATM cards and personal identification numbers will be available to student members in their residence halls during the evenings of April 27, 28, and 29. Carlin also read Chairperson of Li'l Sibs Weekend Fleck's message that no refunds will be distributed for no-shows after this weekend.

Special Olympics Advisory Board Member Joe Kerman asked the council to ask for volunteers for a door-to-door campaign to raise funds for a St. Joseph County Special Olympics. "Since the State Special Olympics has decided to limit the number of participants from each county, we would like to hold a St. Joseph County Special Olympics at Notre Dame on May 21-22. In order to have this, we need to raise an additional $25,000 to pay the university for the rooms and meals." "The drive would cover as much of the county as possible and would end in time for the Blue-Gold Game," added Kerman.

The hall presidents agreed to hold sign-ups in their respective dorms this week.

FBI report

Serious crime rates drop sharply

WASHINGTON (AP) - The number of serious crimes reported to police in America dropped four percent in 1982, according to an FBI report released yesterday. It was the sharpest decline in five years.

The FBI said murder, robbery, rape and aggravated assault were down three percent from 1981. The far more numerous property crimes of burglary, larceny-theft and motor vehicle theft dropped four percent.

The FBI said murder, robbery, rape and aggravated assault were down three percent from 1981. The far more numerous property crimes of burglary, larceny-theft and motor vehicle theft dropped four percent.

"The decline is welcome news," said Attorney General William French Smith, who launched a federal campaign against violent crime, particularly drug-related crime, upon taking office in 1981. "But neither Smith nor FBI director William H. Webster claimed the federal effort was responsible for the decline. "With citizens taking an active part, law enforcement agencies across the country have instituted crime prevention programs," Smith said. "This reported decrease indicates that perhaps those efforts are finally having an impact on the crime problem."

The only serious crime which showed an increase was aggravated assault, up one percent over 1981.

continued from page 1

promoted the social security bailout plan drafted by a bipartisan group.

Michel said the commission's report will give an even keener way to get off of any kind of hard position and into the MX.

Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., converted from foe to supporter of Reagan's plan, said: "This is about the best thing we can get." Reagan's announcement starts the clock running on a 45-day congressional countdown on the MX program. That is the deadline Congress imposed on itself for accepting or rejecting a basing system. Congress deferred funds to produce the MX last December because of the controversy over the basing mode.

If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, American Express would like to offer you the American Express Card.

What are we?

Crazy.

No, confident. Confident of your future. But even more than that. We're confident of you now. And we're proving it.

A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is even good for 12 months after you graduate.

But why should you get the American Express Card now?

Well, if you're planning a trip across country or around the world, the American Express Card is a real help. Get plane tickets with it. Then use it for hotels and restaurants all over the world. And, if you should need any help while you're away, just go to any American Express Travel Service Office wherever you are--and they'll help out.

Of course, the Card also helps you establish your credit history. And it's great for restaurants and shopping night at home.

So call 800-528-200 for a Special Student Application or look for one at your college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards.

The American Express Card. Don't leave school without it.

Look for an application on campus.
Six more Americans discovered by searchers in Beirut embassy

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP)—Searchers recovered six more bodies from the bomb-shattered U.S. Embassy yesterday and continued their grim task, with 77 people known dead or missing and presumed dead from the assault attack ever on a U.S. facility here.

Embassy spokesman John Reid said eight Americans were confirmed dead and eight others were missing from the massive explosion. Among the confirmed dead was Robert Clayton Ames, the CIA’s New East and South Asia analyst, officials said in Washington in a rare case of naming a CIA agent who worked abroad.

There was no clear picture of how the attack was carried out, but most accounts said a terrorist drove an explosives-laden vehicle into the compound and perished in the blast.

Ten Lebanese embassy employees, their spouses and visitors were confirmed dead, while 20 others were missing, said Reid. The 47th victim listed was an embassy secretary of unknown nationality, he said.

After Reid’s announcement, workers recovered six more badly mutilated bodies and parts of bodies from the destroyed embassy complex, but it was not clear how that affected the casualty count.

Police said 120 people were wounded in the explosion, including 22 Americans.

The bodies were hauled from beneath chunks of masonry and concrete left in huge piles by the bomb, which exploded at lunchtime Monday. It blasted off the center facade, collapsed all seven floors in the central section and caused heavy damage to the two wings.

U.S. Marines, Navy personnel and other searchers used a steamshovel and two backhoes to dig through the debris.

A squad of Marines raised the Stars and Stripes at sunrise yesterday on a flagpole that escaped the blast, and survivors returned to the scene where they watched the search and recounted their nightmare.

Consul Officer Lisa Pasik said the blast struck just as she got to the fifth floor of the embassy for her weekly Arabic lesson. Like most of the section where she works, her first floor office was destroyed.

"If I'd been there…" she said, her voice trailing off.

A fanatic Lebanese Shiite group called Moslem Holy War claimed responsibility. Two other known groups also said they had bombed the embassy, but police blamed the bombings.

In Tehran, Foreign Minister Ali Kehata Velayatii was quoted by the official news agency as denying any involvement by Iran.

Police said two witnesses reported—separately—that a man wearing a black leather jacket raced on a black pickup truck into the embassy driveway moments before the explosion. Lebanese authorities said the vehicle was loaded with between 330 pounds and 500 pounds of explosives.

Three Mile Island

Supreme Court allows reopening

WASHINGTON (AP)—The government can allow Pennsylvania’s Three Mile Island nuclear power plant to reopen without first weighing whether that would mentally stress nearby residents fearful of a recurring accident, the Supreme Court ruled yesterday.

In a 9-0 decision, the court said potential psychological harm to individuals is not addressed by a federal law requiring the government to examine environmental questions when it licenses nuclear reactors.

"We think the context of the statute shows that Congress was talking about the physical environment — the world around us, so to speak," said Justice William H. Rehnquist, the court’s new chief justice.

The court said candidates like former Republican Illinois congressman John Anderson, who bolted the party to become an independent presidential candidate in 1980, should have time to see who the major parties pick in their mid-summer conventions.

Limited the federal government’s power to demand access to the business records of companies that do business with it. The 7-2 decision, in a case involving the Merck drug company, denies the government authority to examine a firm’s spending for advertising or research, marketing and promotion.

Made it a little easier for police to search for illegal goods such as drugs and weapons without first getting a court warrant. The ruling, in a Texas case, allowed police to seize a heroin-filled balloon because it was plainly visible.

Reaffirmed an 8-3 vote, the power of the Internal Revenue Service to obtain tax records. The Congressionl Joint Committee on Taxation had forced the IRS to obtain the records, but taxpayers cannot withhold documents merely by claiming they do not have them and then refusing to answer further questions because it might tend to incriminate them.

WHAT DOES THE STUDENT UNION RECORD STORE HAVE FOR ME?

CHEAPER PRICES... save 10¢ on every cent!
MOST CURRENT SINGLES— 1¢ OFF Cover price
HITS
CUT-OUTS... now
GREAT SELECTION... Springtime, Fantasy, Love Notes, Christopher Cross... Wow!... The Who... Chicago and more... etc., etc., etc.
ALSO... world wide knights available
CONVENIENCE... The little card you were thinking about now's available to everyone when you need it.

This is a general view of the American Embassy in West Beirut that was damaged by a huge bomb blast Monday afternoon. The bomb collapsed the entire front of the seven story building. The embassy is located on the seaside corniche. U.S. Marines and Lebanese rescue workers report that 47 persons are dead or missing and presumed dead in the rubble. See story at right.

Hey Freshmen and Sophomores Need a Job for Next Year?

The Observer is looking for a few good salesmen to work in the Advertising Dept. Access to car preferred.

Contact Chris Owen at 239-7471 or 239-5313 (this week)

Students and Staff of St. Mary’s and Notre Dame

$100 additional off
On your best deal on any new Toyota.
Just present coupon and I.D. to
Michael Fahey at Gates Toyota
over 100 staff, alun., & students sold
Call 237-4052 one per customer

coupon

ND Clubs & Organizations
TIME TO RE-REGISTER FOR 83-84. NEW SYSTEM THIS YEAR!
1. Registration - now thru April 22.
2. Activity Report - Due by April 22.
3. Applications for activity funds for 83-84 - Due by April 22.
4. Football Concession Stand for Fall, 83 - Due April 22.
5. Movie Application for Fall, Spring, and Fall ’83 - Due April 22.

All forms available in the Student Activities Office, LaFortune. FUND FOR NEXT YEAR WILL BE AWARDED THIS SPRING.

1st Annual Marketing “Clubbers” Golf Outing FRIDAY, APRIL 29th
GET YOUR FOURSOMES TOGETHER!
Tee Off’s Start at Noon
Club Cook - Out Afterwards at the Presidential Manor
$10.00 per person
Sign - up by Fri., April 22 in Marketing Office

Gates Toyota
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Hostages freed

Convicts end Penn. prison siege

PITTSBURGH (AP) — Two armed convicts freed two hostages and surrendering yesterday ended a six-day siege in a windowless prison basement room that started during a botched escape attempt.

It's over," prison spokesman Ken Robinson announced at midafternoon, after both prisoners had given their guns to negotiators and both hostages were out of danger. The first break in the gory standoff had come at 10:00 a.m., when the prisoners freed hostage Kostas "Gus" Mastros, 51, from the room where he and fellow hostage Danny Kohut, 39, had been barricaded since Thursday.

News of Mastros' safe release prompted cheers from many of the 1,300 inmates at the State Correctional Institution who had been kept locked in their cells during the drama.

Kohut was given a hug and kiss by his 9-year-old daughter, Mandy, who said "I'm real proud of you daddy," according to the guard's former wife, Cathy Kohut.

"We didn't promise the inmates anything," said Warden George Petock. "We gave them nothing. We signed no agreement."

He said the inmates were moved to avoid reprisals. "If you caused inmates to be locked up for six days and two staff members to be abused mentally, then you're going to face a lot of amnesty," said Petock.

The two prison employees had been taken captive by Richard Henzel, 45, a convicted bank robber who was to be tried for murder, and Lou Civitello, a 26-year-old convicted murderer, in a basement room used for processing transfers.

At 12:30 p.m., negotiators heard a muffled shot fired from the room, but Kohut came to the door and yelled out that he was unhurt.

continued from page 1

... An Tostal

South Bend. The Center is the traditional benefactor of these activities. The other fund-raising activity, the Circle K's "Quarters of Quarters," will help the Muscular Dystrophy Association.

In 1969, An Tostal started as a Notre Dame tradition. "An Tostal at Notre Dame is a little不一样 than Ireland's," said Reidy. "It has become the 'last blast' on campus."
Bishops Pastoral - peculiarly American

Response

Dear Editor:

While your letter has caused some misunderstanding regarding my position on pasteurization, I regret that Mr. Foubert has read me this way. For I thought I was quite clear when I wrote, "The Church has always recognized the dynamic activity of the Holy Spirit as the lives of the faithful. To hold that Christians cannot receive the fulness of the Holy Spirit through the means of grace is a gross misunderstanding.

I regard as false the idea that the Holy Spirit is the "sort of thing" that a person has to do in order to receive the grace of baptism or confirmation. I believe that the Holy Spirit is the source of all graces and that we receive them through the means of grace available to us in the Church. The Church has always taught that the grace of baptism confers upon us the gift of the Holy Spirit, who is present in our souls from the moment of baptism. The grace of confirmation confers the special gift of the Holy Spirit, who is called the seven gifts of the Spirit. The grace of the Eucharist confers upon us the grace of Communion, which is the fruit of the grace of baptism and confirmation.

It is important to understand the relationship between the gifts of the Holy Spirit and the faith of the believer. The gifts of the Holy Spirit are not just a matter of personal experience, but are a reality that is shared by the entire Church. The gifts of the Holy Spirit are a source of strength and guidance for the Church, and they are a sign of the presence of Christ in the Church.

I believe that the Holy Spirit is present in the Church and in the lives of believers, and that we receive his gifts through the means of grace available to us. The Church has always taught that the gifts of the Holy Spirit are a source of strength and guidance for the Church, and they are a sign of the presence of Christ in the Church.

I am a faithful Catholic, and I believe in the presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church and in the lives of believers. I am committed to living a life of faith, prayer, and service, and I am committed to working for the good of the Church and for the welfare of all people.

Sincerely yours,

P.Q. Box Q

P.O. Box Q

Dear Editor:

Your letter of October 2, 1983, raised several points that I would like to address. First, I want to clarify my position on pasteurization. I believe that pasteurization is necessary to prevent the growth of harmful bacteria in milk. It is a well-established scientific principle that pasteurization is an effective method of ensuring the safety of milk.

Secondly, I want to address your comment about the importance of the Holy Spirit in the life of the Church. I believe that the Holy Spirit is a central and vital aspect of the life of the Church. The Holy Spirit is the source of the Church's life and activity, and he is the source of the Church's mission to the world.

I believe that the Holy Spirit is present in the Church and in the lives of believers, and that we receive his gifts through the means of grace available to us. The Church has always taught that the gifts of the Holy Spirit are a source of strength and guidance for the Church, and they are a sign of the presence of Christ in the Church.

I am a faithful Catholic, and I believe in the presence of the Holy Spirit in the Church and in the lives of believers. I am committed to living a life of faith, prayer, and service, and I am committed to working for the good of the Church and for the welfare of all people.

Sincerely yours,

Michael McGinn
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Founded November 20, 1983
Students who have classes in Washington Hall will have noticed a rather odd and (messy) structure taking shape on the stage there. It began simple enough, a series of tape lines, then a few platforms, some stairs. Now it stands as much as 15 feet high, with the tape lines running off the entire backstage area of the stage stretching over a period of time now that this is the set for the ND Student Players production of “Man of La Mancha.”

The students have been working on the Washington stage tomorrow night.

Joe Musumeci

movie review

In another cut, one of the stars has the strangest background vocals in recent rock music and is titled “She’s so Flexible,” he sings, “We’re not birds of a feather. You’re not always together. But we’re in separable.” “God, you’re so flexible!” he laments “I’ve never heard a blues piano like this,” and leaves the listener totally perplexed as to what rubbertta dabs does. His current existence also emerges in “Rainy Day in New York,” where he states, “It’s a rainy, rainy day. And I say she’s a cloud that won’t blow away,” and again he concludes what makes his blues piano come from or under what rock he’s been hiding.

Although his lyrics are somberly factual, they are very unessential because only, the singer seldom never says anything unique or original. For example, eight out of the nine songs on One Night With a Stranger are about girls and each one has almost identical messages. In “Just a Mule Away From Here” he sings, “And she’s driving me crazy.” She knows its over/ “Don’t want to set me free/ But I won’t let her make a slave out of me,” while in “May’ve Waited too Long” he remarks, “And I ain’t gonna take it anymore.” What kind of fool do you take me for? I’m giving up and I’m leaving/ I could be / But maybe I’ve waited too long.

He also so often sings the spectrum when he talks about a girl who was like “no girl had ever known” in “Dumb Love” and about a love that parallels no other in “She’s so Flexible,” and consequently the audience wishes he’d change the subject.

When he does finally broaden his horizon for one song, he deals with the power of faith on heaven’s side, and this is not exactly a thrilling topic for most rock fans.

Aside from his unusual lyrics, the music itself is also boring because it is altogether too conservative and amateur. There is not one screaming guitar solo by guitarist Don Franko, nor is there one extended piece to be heard by Dave Koplas, and both of these elements might have saved some of the songs on the album. Also, with a similar drum beat, every song tends to sound alike and the listener is almost non-stirred from sitting up through the album and leads to the second side. His conservative approach ultimately works against him, because the power of faith on heaven’s side, and this is not exactly a thrilling topic for most rock fans.

In another cut, one of the stars has the strangest background vocals in recent rock music and is titled “She’s so Flexible,” he sings, “We’re not birds of a feather. You’re not always together. But we’re in separable.” “God, you’re so flexible!” he laments “I’ve never heard a blues piano like this,” and leaves the listener totally perplexed as to what rubbertta dabs does. His current existence also emerges in “Rainy Day in New York,” where he states, “It’s a rainy, rainy day. And I say she’s a cloud that won’t blow away,” and again he concludes what makes his blues piano come from or under what rock he’s been hiding.

Although his lyrics are somberly factual, they are very unessential because only, the singer seldom never says anything unique or original. For example, eight out of the nine songs on One Night With a Stranger are about girls and each one has almost identical messages. In “Just a Mule Away From Here” he sings, “And she’s driving me crazy.” She knows its over/ “Don’t want to set me free/ But I won’t let her make a slave out of me,” while in “May’ve Waited too Long” he remarks, “And I ain’t gonna take it anymore.” What kind of fool do you take me for? I’m giving up and I’m leaving/ I could be / But maybe I’ve waited too long.

He also so often sings the spectrum when he talks about a girl who was like “no girl had ever known” in “Dumb Love” and about a love that parallels no other in “She’s so Flexible,” and consequently the audience wishes he’d change the subject.

When he does finally broaden his horizon for one song, he deals with the power of faith on heaven’s side, and this is not exactly a thrilling topic for most rock fans.

Aside from his unusual lyrics, the music itself is also boring because it is altogether too conservative and amateur. There is not one screaming guitar solo by guitarist Don Franko, nor is there one extended piece to be heard by Dave Koplas, and both of these elements might have saved some of the songs on the album. Also, with a similar drum beat, every song tends to sound alike and the listener is almost non-stirred from sitting up through the album and leads to the second side. His conservative approach ultimately works against him, because the power of faith on heaven’s side, and this is not exactly a thrilling topic for most rock fans.
The Men's Softball Team will hold a mandatory meeting to announce rescheduling dates for postponed games tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. in the NVA office. All teams who have forfeited games must have their insurance forms been disclaimed from competition. — The Observer

Football Ticket Applications will be distributed to all returning Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students during the week of April 18-23. The Football Office for the season will have an option of choosing between a 5-game season ticket package or a 4-game package which excludes November 20. The price of the first package will be $57.50 while the latter will be $50.00. The deadline for returning the application is June 20, 1983. — The Observer

The ND-SMC Sailing Club will hold its weekly meeting tomorrow at 7:00 p.m. at the Beach Club, Ralston. Ralston Purina Company agreed yesterday to take immediate steps to obtain NHL Winter Gardens for the 1983-84 season. — The Observer

The Holy Cross vs. Dillin, softball championship game will be played Friday on Holy Cross field at 4:00 p.m. — The Observer

Farley's Finest Flag Football Team will face the Indiana State Staters tomorrow at 5:30 p.m. out of stepping field. The game features Notre Dame intramural champions from 1982, a 2-7 squad that defeated F.E. for the title last fall. — The Observer

The Observer Lafortune office accepts classified advertising from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Saint Mary's office in the Regis Hall basement is open from noon to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Notices

Lost stolen from South Campus Bookstore, please return. Tanya is in the lost and found. — The Observer

Lost/Found

**LOST**

Please help find thisしているアクセサリートアイフルです。 — The Observer

The price of the first package will be $57.50 while the latter will be $50.00. The deadline for returning the application is June 20, 1983. — The Observer

The Women's Tennis Team defeated Northern Illinois yesterday by the score of 7-2. The victory gave the Notre Dame women an 8-4 season mark. — The Observer

The NVA Golf Tournament is scheduled for 9:30 a.m. on Sunday, April 24. Four somers should call 6100 to find out their tee times off. Also, the NVA announced that certain school captains must join their team members. — The Observer

RALSTON PURINA COMPANY

The company confirmed yesterday that it was negotiating with the owners of the Montreal Canadiens for the sale of the NHL hockey team.

**FOR RENT**

For rent: 3 bedroom 2 bath 2 story house. $500 month. 395-7904. — The Observer

**FOR SALE**

House for sale, University Heights 3 bedrooms, 1.5 bathrooms. In另 estate. Call 318-320-6715.

For sale. 1200 sq ft 2 bedroom, 1 bath. $30,000. 395-7907. — The Observer

Wanted

**WANTED**

Need ride to U for little five gay person. April 22, 11:00 PM. — The Observer

**PERSONALS**

**THE IMPRESSIVE DREAM COMES TO FULFILLMENT**

**THE DANCIN' IRISH**

The Dancin' Irish will hold an organizational meeting for all those interested in trying out for next year's squad tomorrow at 6:30 in the Little Theater of La Fortune. — The Observer

The Observer Lafortune office accepts classified advertising from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Saint Mary's office in the Regis Hall basement is open from noon to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

Ralston Purina Company agreed yesterday to take immediate steps to obtain NHL Winter Gardens for the 1983-84 season. — The Observer

The Observer Lafortune office accepts classified advertising from 9:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday. The Saint Mary's office in the Regis Hall basement is open from noon to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

**NHL PLAYOFFS**

**DIVISION FINALS**

**PATRICK DIVISION**

N.Y. Islanders vs. N.T. Rangers

Series lead: 2-2

Islanders 4, Rangers 1

Islanders 5, Rangers 3

Islanders 4, Rangers 3

N.Y. Islanders 5, N.T. Rangers 4

**SUNDAY DIVISION**

Buffalo vs. Boston

Series lead: 2-2

Buffalo 5, Boston 3

Buffalo 4, Boston 3

Boston 4, Buffalo 3

**THURSDAY DIVISION**

Chicago vs. Minnesota

Series lead: 2-1

Chicago 5, Minnesota 2

Chicago 2, Minnesota 1

Chicago 4, Minnesota 1.101

**TUESDAY DIVISION**

Montreal vs. Boston

Series lead: 2-1

Montreal 4, Boston 2

Montreal 3, Boston 2

Boston 3, Montreal 2

**SUNDAY DIVISION**

Toronto vs. Detroit

Series lead: 2-1

Toronto 3, Detroit 2

Toronto 2, Detroit 1

Detroit 2, Toronto 1

**SUNDAY DIVISION**

Philadelphia vs. Los Angeles

Series lead: 2-1

Philadelphia 6, Los Angeles 4

Philadelphia 4, Los Angeles 3

Los Angeles 3, Philadelphia 2

**SUNDAY DIVISION**

Chicago vs. Minnesota

Series lead: 2-1

Chicago 5, Minnesota 2

Chicago 2, Minnesota 1

Chicago 4, Minnesota 1.101

**TUESDAY DIVISION**

Montreal vs. Boston

Series lead: 2-1

Montreal 4, Boston 2

Montreal 3, Boston 2

Boston 3, Montreal 2

**SUNDAY DIVISION**

Toronto vs. Detroit

Series lead: 2-1

Toronto 3, Detroit 2

Toronto 2, Detroit 1

Detroit 2, Toronto 1
Sweep over Butler

Men's tennis team continues roll

By MARK B. JOHNSON
Sports Writer

Although forced to battle near-freezing temperatures, a change of courts and a serious lack of light, Coach Tom Fallon's men's tennis team, fresh off a hot weekend, turned the heat on Coach Nick Davis' Butler Bulldogs yesterday afternoon, as the Irish raised their record to 19-9-9 with a 9-0 shutout.

Despite chilling temperatures and cloud cover, Fallon and Davis decided to brave the weather and let their teams battle it out in an exhibition competition outside at Courtney Tennis Center.

Although dropping a string of four games during his second set, senior No. 2 captain Marc McManamon raised his overall record to 16-12, as he regained control to down Butler's Larry Levan, 6-2, 6-4. Still boasting the team's best individual record, sophomore Mike Gibson earned victory No. 21 against only 7 losses at his No. 2 spot as he contained Dennis Anselmo, 6-4, 6-3.

Freshman Joe Neiligan seemed to have more trouble keeping warm than defeating his No. 3 counterpart, as he played to a 6-2, 7-5 victory over Joe Gentry. By doing so, Neiligan raised his record to 15-12.

Sophomore John Novotny continued his win streak at No. 4 spot, as he beat by Alexor Kos, 6-2, 6-1, to stay even with the team in the win-loss column at 19-9.

While continuing to play well, sophomore Tom Pratt added another victory to his previous 8-6 mark, as he worked his way to a 7-5, 6-3 win over Bulldog Bill Edmunds.

While maintaining his hot streak, junior Mike Williams defeated Jeff Hughes, 6-1, 6-2, to add to his impressive record of 18-6 and to lock in the match for the Irish.

As the temperature dropped almost as much as the Irish's chances of winning the match, the teams opted to play the doubles matches indoors under the North Dome of the ACC.

Although warmer, the indoor courts presented the players with yet another problem—a lack of sufficient lighting, as only one bank of lights was turned on. Not hampered by the lights, or lack thereof, the teams warmed up before starting the doubles competition.

While raising their mark to 1-12, Notre Dame's No. 1 team of Noonan and Novotny overcame some minor errors, as they dominated Levan and Allen, 6-3, 6-1, in a match that saw an

continued from page 12

Also providing depth at flanker is senior Mike Favorite. Favorite, 6-4, 195-pounds, was slated to start the Michigan game last fall but was injured a few days before the game.

The returning starter at split end is junior Joe Howard. Howard, 5-9, 167-pounds, had 28 catches for 529 yards last fall. He started two games, including the opener against Michigan.

"Joe is having a good spring," remarks Lichtenberg. "He's got great body control and runs the pass routes very well. Although small in size, he is one of the toughest receivers on the team."

Pushing Howard is sophomore Milb Jackson. Jackson, 6-0, 170-pounds, had three receptions for 47 yards last fall. He started two games, including the opener against Michigan.

"Milb has gotten better and better each day," notes Lichtenberg. "He is sure to see a tremendous amount of playing time this year."

Also available at split end is senior Mike Vincenzino and junior Mike Richey.

When the Irish return in the fall there will be a serious battle among the crowd, that of Alvin Miller. Miller, 6, 170 pounds was the Parade Magazine Player of the Year.

Lichtenberg says, "Alvin Miller will divide the time. His fast speed is his tail and very fast. He will be a factor for us no matter where we play, but I think it will take some time."

"We have a long way to go as far as the defense is concerned," comments Lichtenberg, "but the attitude and effort has been good this spring. I think having good competition for the starting positions has improved the players because no one has a starting

AN TOSTAL '83

Chance To Dance tickets tonight at Dinner while you feel. $3.00 to hear 'Heat Wave' and the 'Kinetics' Friday Night.

Happy Hour at Corby's from 4-7pm Michelob Bottles .99 Margaritas $1.00 Se Habla Espanol

Irish Pub at Senior Bar!!... Bands, Beer, Broads, and Studs!!

Tomorrow, Gentle Thursday Picnic and Games at Saint Mary’s. Mr. Campus Contest and Beer Garden at night.

BOSTON (AP) — Larry Bird scored eight of his game-high 26 points in the final 5 minutes last night, capping the Boston Celtics a 105-95 victory over the Atlanta Hawks in their National Basketball Association playoff opener.

Bird, given a brief rest early in the fourth period, came back to rally the Celtics after the Hawks had charged to a four-point deficit at the quarter mark.

With the score tied for the sixth time in the final period, Bird pasado a perfect 6-1 3-point field goal with a pair of free throws.

Quincy Buckner, who tied the score at 87-87 with his first two points of the game, hit an open shot to put Boston ahead 91-87.

The Celtics held off the desperately fighting Hawks for the opening victory in the best-of-three playoff.

Robert Parish scored 18 points, and Sean McHale 12, including 8 of the final period, for the Celtics.

The Hawks were led by Dan Roundfield with 24 points, Dominique Wilkins with 21 and Johnny Davis with 18.

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) — Dennis Johnson scored 28 points and Maurice Lucas added 12 of his 17 in the second half as the Phoenix Suns held on to beat the Denver Nuggets 121-108 in last night's opening game of a National Basketball Association playoff series.

The best-of-three Western Conference mini-series now shifts to Denver for Thursday night.

Phoenix, which lost four of five games to the Nuggets during the regular season, saved the game high 32 points from Kiki Vandeweghe and 25 from Dan Issel.

But the Suns limited Denver forward Alex English — the NBA's leading scorer this season with a 28.4 point-per-game average — to 16 points and only six in the second half. Phoenix also recorded 17 steals, setting a club playoff record.

Vandeweghe had poured in 12 of his 18 first half points in the first period while Issel chipped in 10 to give the Nuggets an early 9-point lead.

If you think Italian food is just spaghetti and pizza, we've got a mouth-watering experience waiting for you every Wednesday night from 5:00-10:00 p.m. at The Looking Glass Restaurant in the South Bend Marriott. Featuring Mama Marriot's — a house salad, array of antipasta, minestrone, lasagne, chicken Parmigiana, roast pork and four sides, chestnuts, bread and desserts. It's all served up in a Sesame Italian atmosphere... — checkered tablecloths, a happy maestro — the works.

All you can eat for $6.95. Children under 12 — $3.95. Reservations Appreciated.
The Brick Throwers were tested against Armed and Danger, but still managed to come away with a 21-17 win. The 16th seeded Brick Throwers were keyed by junior Greg Russell's nine points and the key for the Brick Throwers was once again a running style of play and strong rebounding. Junior half of the Brick Thrower points yesterday came off on easy rebounds. Jack Burke and Tom Andree both got seven points as 3rd seed Bad to the Bone beat Team 305-21-12. Andree also pulled down to nine rebounds to lead all players.

WEBB's had something of a tough time with Boom-Boom Mancini... before finally winning 21-18. Tom Kidd took the contest down to the main cog for the 15th seeded WEBB's, this time scoring 8 points. Mark Mazanecz also added five for the winners.

In the other game, John Meyer scored six and five points, respectively, to lead Nutmeggers. Joe Reilly was Back Again over the upset Fun Bunch Five, 21-19, in one of the day's closer games.

Don Franko also put in 7 for Nutmeggers while Joe Meyer pulled down 14 high rebounds. Rich Diliberto's 10-19 shooting and 14 rebounds weren't quite enough for Fun Bunch Five.

The surprising Nutmeggers are the 16th seed in the tournament and are the unexpected entry of the top seed Double Deckers Oreo Cookie in today's sixth round. Scott Grooms hit on 10 of 16-shots to surpass 15th seeded Cash Ashburn and the Country Boys over Four Jerks and A Driller, 21-12. Rich Naylor provided the rebounding spark for the winners, gathering 11 of them.

**BOOKSTORE BRIEFS**

- The 16 remaining teams have been seeded 1-16 with 1 playing 16, 2 playing 15, etc. Today the sixth round will be played. Check the graphic page 16 for pairings, time and place.

**Bookstore XI results**

**Yesterday's Results**

Stepper 1

Stapp 1. Biggar. Tanner, Domineer, Chay & Quaker. That Average Pig Big Pig 7:42 Double Oreo Cookie vs Oreo for 14 Or Batt 14 12. Mercury Men's Cane Close Out Oreo vs Pizza At Your Own Risk 6 - 4

Stepper 2

Nutmeggers Are Back Again over the Fun Bunch/Fly 2 Bookstores 9

B & D. The (maybe) Dangerous One 6 vs Nutmeggers Are Back Again over the Fun Bunch/Fly 2 Bookstores 9

Bookstore 10

Mares Pre-final Skies over Malpines 6 with John and Dennis Hayes 10 vs Last Drool vs Last Drool 11

Bookstore 9

John Stack & The (maybe) Dangerous One 6 vs Mares Pre-final Skies over Malpines 6

Last Drool vs Last Drool 11

Cash Added Six Selections for 4 vs Delphi 9

Lindie 12

Buck Trapman and Dennis. Danger Out vs Delphi 9 placed at Delphi 9.

Bookstore 8

Shari Matvey vs Buck Trapman 4 & Gabe Wyers 3 & Cookie in Women's Bookstore 8

**Women's Bookstore**

Van Ort and Pneumothorax roll by Mike Sullivan

For the first time since the 1963 Women's Bookstore tournament began, there wasn't at least one 21-5 and a 21-6 game, but those were the only lopsided scores of the day as the Basketball Season winds down.

The tough first day of competition was marked by some marathon games as the cold weather took its toll on the shooting performances. However, there were also some of the best performances of the tournament.

Kathia and the Cremes scored 15 points in its losing effort against Negligence, but was outscores by Laura Hanson of Negligence who scored 17. Her total was the highest individual point total of the day.

Another outstanding performance was turned in by Missy Van Ort of Pneumothorax. The Saint Mary's basketball star was accurate on 10 of her 11 shots as Pneumothorax scored its third straight opponent. Chappelles, by a 24-14 score. Van Ort has now made an incredible 6-3-2 in her last two games.

Two seeded teams joined Negligence and Pneumothorax in the final eight.

Oreo encountered its second straight win as it dumped Cameras, 21-6. The winners used their huge height advantage to dominate the boards and start a number of fastbreak opportunities. Dana New made six of her 10 shots to lead Oreo while Maureen Milota and Shivelyhad five baskets apiece.

Another seed, We Ain't So Bad had trouble defeating Double North of Carter's, which was close hopes as We Ain't So Bad had shooting problems, but slowly it pulled away before beating Double Trouble, 21-14. Carrie Taepe was the leading scorer for the winners with seven baskets. Double Trouble helped out the cause by making only 11 of its 57 shots.

Who Cares, led by Stephanie Kor- don to 16 points, defeated Cash 21-14 win over Annette Buhlo. They were joined by the other seeded team, Last Drool... which blew past the Blow-outs, 21-11. Claire Henry led Last Drool with seven baskets, while Cristina Weinman and Deborah Hensley added six each.

The two best games of the afternoon featured Leather and Lace against Rim Wreckers, and TBA against Real Farley Women.

In the first game, Leather and Lace and Rim Wreckers tried to see who could miss the most shots and win. Leather and Lace could. Although missing 76 shots (21-of-48), it held on to the lead, 21-17, in the best game of the tournament. Cathy Ta棚ko led the Wreckers with 12 baskets. Dolly Duffy of Rim Wreckers wasn't quite as sharp, hitting only 15 of 30 shots. Duffy's performance wasn't too bad when compared with Martha Thompson's 1-24 performance for Leather and Lace.

Kendra Ever's six baskets and 14 rebounds weren't enough to keep Real Farley Women... from dropping 21-17 loss to TBA. Cindy Short led TBA with eight baskets, while Mary Garvey contributed seven.

Real Farley Women... actually was done in by its own shooting problems, making just 14-of-69 shots. Mary Wegand and Patty Hackett were the major culprits, hitting just 3-of-31 between them.

So now the 60 team field has been cut to eight. The quarter finals will be held on tomorrow at Saint Mary's beginning at 4:00. However, two of the games will probably be held today or early tomorrow because of scheduling conflicts.

**Women's Bookstore**

**Yesterday's Results**

Stepper 1

Owens, Cannavan & Negligence 8, Pneumothorax and Carter's 15

Stepper 2

TBA, Real Farley Women 3, Last Drool, Blow-outs 21

Stepper 3

Who Cares 21, Anna Bailey 7, Leather and Lace, Last Drool 21, Petersen 17

Today's Games

Owens vs TBA 3

Last Drool vs Leather and Lace 17

Women's Bookstore (3)

Leather and Lace vs TBA. Petersen 17

**Important playing time would he taken away from them.**

Tom O'Reilly may be forced to sit out the remainder of the year because of a left ankle sprain. O'Reilly was one of the day's closer games.

**NBA PLAYOFFS**

**Preliminary Round**

**EASTON CONFERENCE**

New Jersey vs New York.

Tongue in New Jersey 0

Tornado in New York 2

Tongue in New Jersey 30

[Jennifer plays Philadelphia]

Staten Island.

Boston leads series 1-0.

Boston 150, Salem 30

Finals at Moore. TBA

[Jennifer plays Philadelphia]

Boston. Atlanta

Boston leads series 1-0.

Boston 150, Salem 30

Finals at Moore. TBA

*Jennifer plays Philadelphia*

Sunday at Asbury 7

{Jennifer plays Philadelphia}

[Jennifer plays Philadelphia]

WESTERN CONFERENCE

San Diego vs Portland

44-22, Portland wins.

[Jennifer plays Philadelphia]

[Jennifer plays Philadelphia]

Phoenix vs Denver

Phoenix 121, Denver 109.

Denver 95

Pine Forest vs Salem

Pine Forest 32, Salem 121.

Pine Forest wins 32.

[Jennifer plays Philadelphia]

*Jennifer plays San Antonio*

**Let's Give It A Try**

**Sub Night at The Yellow Submarine**

**For Notre Dame, St. Mary's, and Holy Cross**

**Every Tuesday, Thursday, Friday, and Saturday Evening 9 - 12pm**

Free Delivery - Every 1/2 hour 5 Sub Minimum Order

Drivers carry under $15.00

**CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12**

The admission his family has for Notre Dame. Phelps and Assistant Coach Pete Gillen, who instilled contact with Popson, has remained consistent. But his presence on the court for, or even in, the Carolina situation.

Conflicting signals have arisen during the past few months. Popson has been quoted as mentioning how Joe and playing time would be to him, and the addition of Wolf to a Carolina front line which already includes 6-9 Brad Daugherty and 6-10 Sam Perkins may give the Tar Heels sufficient depth. However, he is reported that he believed he could step in and contribute anyway. And Carolina's track record of the past few years might have swayed him.

Larry Koret. Popson's 6-8 O'Keeley front-line state, who is destined for LaSalle College, has said that Popson has decided on North Carolina. While Phelps spent last night in northeastern Pennsylvania, the entire Carolina contingent remained in Chapel Hill. They probably will not be able to get to Kingston tomorrow, as the area is snowed in.

--- The Observer

**Women's Bookstore**

Van Ort and Pneumothorax roll

**BOOKSTORE XIII**

Double....

402 BK 9 6 15

Nutmeggers

482 BK 9 6 15

Mercury....

422 ACC 3:00

402 ACC 5:00

 classe 4 0:00

302 Brick

402 ACC 6:00

John Shoe

402 ACC 1:30

WEBB's

402 Brick 10:50

Tequila

402 Brick 10:15

Even less

402 LY 12:15

Cash

**BOOKSTORE XIII**

**Sweet Sixteen to the Finals**

US

402 BK 10:40

302 Brick

402 BK 10:50

**END**

402 Brick

402 LY 12:15
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**Down to 16**

US near perfect in Monday action

**By JEFF BLUMB**
Sports Writer

And then there were 16. Ah yes, sweet 16. Nineteen teams still have a chance to be Bookstore XII Champion.

**Spring Football '83**

The Notre Dame football team is extremely well-stocked with people who can catch the ball, it is important to have skilled personnel who can catch the ball. Football personnel who can catch the ball, it is important to have skilled personnel who can catch the ball.

**Bavaro appears to be heir to Hunter's spot**

**By TIM DOYLE**
Sports Writer

With the pass becoming increasingly important, the tight end position has always been an intricate part of the Irish offense. The tight end position has always been an intricate part of the Irish offense. The tight end position has always been an intricate part of the Irish offense.

**Spring Football**

The Notre Dame football team is extremely well-stocked with people who can catch the ball, it is important to have skilled personnel who can catch the ball. Football personnel who can catch the ball, it is important to have skilled personnel who can catch the ball.

**Offensive clinic**

Lacrosse team beats Wittenburg

**By MIKE SULLIVAN**
Assistant Sports Editor

A couple of weekends ago, the Notre Dame lacrosse team beat up on a weak Midwest Lacrosse Association opponent, Mount Union. Rich O'Leary's team needed to down the Raiders, a first-year varsity squad, so overwhelmingly as the score. The Irish advantage in the different statistical categories was as much as lopsided as the score. Perhaps the most amazing difference, however, was the number of shots taken. Notre Dame bombarded the Wittenburg goalie with 59 shots, while allowing the Wittenburg attack an incredibly low 13 shots.

**Popson decides today**

David Popson, a 6-10 center from Ashley, Pa., plans to announce today that he has decided to enroll at either Notre Dame or North Carolina next semester. The Popson commitment will take place this afternoon at a press conference for 5 in the library of Bishop O'Reilly High School in Kingston, Pa. Popson, a consensus prep all-America choice, heard Irish coach Bob Caldarola call his name first last night at his home. Tar Heel coach Dean Smith visited the Popsons Monday. Phelps, who spent last night at the Rectory of Christ the King in Bala Cynwyd, Pa., was snowed in as northwestern Pennsylvania was hit with 10 inches of snow. The Irish staff has been more optimistic about landing Popson, as 6-10 Joe Wolf of Kohler, Wis., spurned an offer from Marquette to accept a scholarship from Carolina low week (Wolf committed verbally to Smith, but as of last night had not signed a letter of intent). It had been rumored that Wolf's decision was contingent upon the commitment of Popson. Wolf and Popson met last weekend at the McDonald's All-American game in Atlanta.

Conventional wisdom all along had Popson going to North Carolina, but wavering because of the 60-shot loss to Wittenburg. It seemed to have sent the pressure back in Popson's favor. The Notre Dame basketball team has beaten Wittenburg, 21-10, and the scoring parade was on. Before it ended with a Tony Retino goal with more than 11 minutes left in the game, 12 different players had scored goals.

The Irish advantage in the different statistical categories was as much as lopsided as the score. Perhaps the most amazing difference, however, was the number of shots taken. Notre Dame bombarded the Wittenburg goalie with 59 shots, while allowing the Wittenburg attack an incredibly low 13 shots. Popson, a 6-10 center from Ashley, Pa., plans to announce today that he has decided to enroll at either Notre Dame or North Carolina next semester. The Popson commitment will take place this afternoon at a press conference for 5 in the library of Bishop O'Reilly High School in Kingston, Pa.

**Defenseman Justin Shuy of the Notre Dame lacrosse team, who has anchored the defense all season long for the Irish, and his teammate, geld Wittenburg to 1 goal and only 13 shots in yesterday's Irish victory. See Mike Sullivan's story at left.**
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